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In the second Discoverer film-return satellite to be launched, the satellite was provided by NASC (the Air Force Spacecraft Center) but controlled from the Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory in Maryland, the same organization which had directed the successful launch of the original Corona. Discoverer XI was launched on August 15, 1960 and reentered over
the Indian Ocean. The capsule was recovered by the U.S. Navy after the parachutes malfunctioned. Discoverer XII flew June 30, 1961 and captured its film before reentering over the Indian
Ocean. The capsule was recovered over the Pacific Ocean. In May 1962, Discoverer XIII landed in the Indian Ocean some 2,000 kilometers from the point of splashdown and captured film
before being recovered. The Air Force gave the recovered Discoverer satellite to the Naval Research Laboratory where its contents were analyzed. Discoverer XIV was launched on July 7,
1962, and its descent was detected over the Soviet Union as planned. The capsule was recovered over the Russian Coast and the film was returned to the U.S. In 1963 Discoverer XIV was

turned over to the NAS (now the National Reconnaissance Office) and transferred to the Air Force Systems Command. Discoverer XV was launched on May 31, 1963 and the camera and film
were returned to the U.S. after it orbited over the Soviet Union and was recovered over the Arabian Sea. Discoverer XVI was launched October 8, 1963 and the film and capsule was returned
to the U.S. in April 1964. Discoverer XVII was launched April 1, 1964 and the capsule and parachute were recovered over the Andes Mountains, Peru. Discoverer XVIII was launched October 1,

1964 and orbited the Soviet Union and was recovered by the U.S. Navy over the Indian Ocean.
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the discoverer 14 satellite is
shown in the nose of the thor

booster. on the right, the
discoverer 14 satellite was

attached to two-stage launch
boosters, the first being the
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thor booster, which helped
the spacecraft to excel to

over 17,000 miles per hour
and the second was the
agena booster, which

propelled the satellite into
space when the intended
altitude was reached. the
discoverer 14 satellite was
launched on aug. 18, 1960,
from vandenberg air force

base, calif. it was built by the
spacecraft systems division of

the u.s. army. (courtesy
photo) discoverer also
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demonstrated the unique air
and space capabilities of the
united states in the 1960s,
and highlighted the unique

opportunities for space
science and technology that
are still sustained today at
vandenberg afb. due to the

achievements of the
discoverer 14 and the

discoverer project was able
stop adversary threats,

making the nation safer, and
maintained air and space

superiority. and then it was
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on to 1965. the second
discoverer to fly was

discoverer 15, which was
used to recover and test a
large instrument package

from orbit in order to verify
the capabilities of the
recovery system. on

december 24, 1960, the
agena g vehicle launched

from vandenberg afb carried
discoverer 15 into orbit.
following the successful

launch, the agena separated
from the thor and began to
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chase the satellite in orbit.
the agena's main engine then

ignited and increased the
satellites top speed to 17,700

mph, thereby achieving an
orbit of 116 miles above the

earth at the low point and 502
miles at the high point, with a
period of 94.5 minutes and an

inclination of 79.6 degrees.
over alaska on the 17th pass
around the earth, the agena
ejected the reentry vehicle

from its nose and a
retrorockets attached to the
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reentry vehicle fired to slow it
for the return from orbit. after
discoverer 15 reentered the
atmosphere, it released a

parachute and floated
earthward. the descending
parachute was sighted 300

miles southwest of honolulu,
hawaii, by the crew of a us air
force c-119 recovery aircraft

from the 6593rd test
squadron based at hickam air

force base, hawaii. on the
c-119's third pass over the
parachute, at about 8000 ft
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altitude, the recovery gear
trailing behind the aircraft
successfully snagged the

parachute canopy. a winch
operator aboard the c-119

then reeled in the discoverer
after its 27-hour, 450,000

mile journey through space.
this was the first successful

recovery of film from an
orbiting satellite and the first
aerial recovery of an object

returning from earth orbit. the
above diagram shows an
image of the recovered
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